ELEVATION

NOTE

1. HYDRANT SHALL BE ENAMELED RED EXCEPT IN SPARKS, WINNEMUCCA, YERINGTON & DOUGLAS CO. WHERE IT SHALL BE YELLOW.
2. ALL HYDRANTS SHALL HAVE (2) 2 1/2" HOSE NOZZLES & (1) 4 1/2" STEAMER NOZZLE. ALL THREADS SHALL BE AS SPECIFIED FOR AMERICAN NATIONAL HOSE COUPLING EXCEPT RENO AND SPARKS (DET. "A")
3. OPERATING NUT SHALL BE 1 1/2" PENTAGON EXCEPT: RENO AND SPARKS (DET."B")
4. INSPECTION BY APPROPRIATE AGENCY SHALL BE REQUIRED PRIOR TO BACKFILLING.
5. YERINGTON MIN. DEPTH OF MAIN SHALL BE 42".
6. LANDER CO. - BUTTERFLY VALVE SHALL BE USED IN LIEU OF GATE VALVE IN STREET. WATER PIPE SHALL BE PVC CLASS 1350.
7. NO FENCES SHALL BE ALLOWED WITHIN 3' OF ANY PORTION OF A FIRE HYDRANT.
8. IN CARSON CITY, SEE DET. "C-10.3"
9. IN WASHOE COUNTY, SEE DWG W-23
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